Thomson Reuters Eikon delivers a powerful mix of news, analytics and financial content to your desktop or mobile, filtered to your precise needs.

### CONTENT

#### EQUITIES
- **Market Data**
  - Global Exchange and Index coverage
  - Full history
  - Index Constituent Weightings content and history, and Thomson Reuters Indices
  - Real-time or delayed exchange data from over 250 exchanges, 7 million unique instruments
  - Time series data including: tick-by-tick, 1, 5, 30, 60 minute bars, Daily, Weekly, Monthly
  - Main indices including equities and futures
- **Referential**
  - 150,000+ transactions including IPOs, follow-ons, block trades, convertibles, expected deal pipelines, withdrawn/postponed offerings and shelf registrations
  - Equity issuance since the 1970s; more than 193,000 transactions covering 166 issuer nations
  - 85,700 private placements (nearly 100,000 tranches) including over 8,500 PIPEs (Private Investment in Public Equity)
  - Advisor Fees (in conjunction with Freeman Consulting) Customizable and Official Year to date, Quarter End Investment Banking and Legal Advisor League Tables
- **Capabilities**
  - Blended Order Book – Display quotes and orders from multiple venues in a single display and single currency; Aggregated Quote shows all quotes belonging to a specific stock’s issue in real time, ranked by volume or another criteria
  - Broker Statistics – Summary of market activity by broker per stock
  - Equity Screener – Find securities that display certain characteristics; filters and ranks using wide range of parameters
  - Calculators including stock return, regression, pairs, arbitrage
  - QuickCharts
  - Full Analytics / Models including Option Watch, Index Movers, Implied Volatilities, Reuters Stock Market Index Polls, Trading Middle East, Active Options, Economic Monitor, VWAP Order Tracker, Price Momentum Model, Valuation Models
  - FlexSheet Apps (Index Movers, Blended Order Book)
  - Synthetic Indices
  - Stock Selection Models – StarMine quantitative research team develops alpha-generating stock selection models that provide value-added analytics on top of financial data including SmartEstimate and Earnings Quality, Intrinsic Valuation and Analyst Revision models
  - Time & Sales – Blended Trade Log and VWAP calculation for the current day; customizable time range; exchanges/Venues selection by the user from the desktop
  - Aggregates Matrix
  - FlexTrade Spark

#### COMMODITIES
- **News**
  - Reuters Top Commodities News
  - Renowned Market Columnists
  - Macroeconomic news that directly affects the Commodities markets
  - Daily Newsletters
- **Market Data**
  - All Exchange Traded Futures and Options
  - Precious Metals, Fixings & Forward
  - OTC and Cash Prices
  - Research and Forecasts: Point Carbon (Power, Gas & Carbon), Lanworth (Crop Production), GFMS (Precious and Base Metals + Mine Economics), Oil Analytics
  - Specialist Data: Including – Argus, Forward Market Curve (FMC), Genscape, IIR, LEBA, OPIS, Platts, PVM, RIM Energy
- **Capabilities**
  - Calculators: comprehensive set of commodity and options calculators (including swaps, Fair Value Curves and Option Pricer)
  - Agriculture Assets View
  - Interactive Map Component to view commodity infrastructure, analyze production and output, monitor performance and track key impact factors
  - Point Carbon
  - Shipping (Add-on)
  - Global Oil, LNG and Shipping apps
  - Commodity Forums

#### FIXED INCOME
- **Market Data**
  - Real-time and historic pricing for government debt, credit and structured markets from over 1,800 contributors, including brokers
  - Real-time content for FRAs, Caps & Floors, Swaptions, market-makers, and exchanges
  - Reuters Pricing Service including intra-day pricing updates
  - Real-time Pricing Service on over 120,000 issues (including 60,000 from Europe)
  - Extensive coverage of bond futures on all global exchanges
- **Referential**
  - 650,000+ bond tranches including investment grade, high-yield, mortgage and asset backed securities (MBS/ABS), collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), covered bonds, agencies, emerging markets, expected deal pipelines, private placements, preferred stock, withdrawn/postponed deals and shelf registrations. Debt issuance since the 1960s; more than 646,000 transactions, including over 52,000 private placements, covering 143 issuer nations
  - Syndicated Loans since the 1980s; over 187,000 transactions covering 198 borrower nations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTENT</th>
<th>FUNDAMENTALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• US Municipalities including all negotiated, competitively bid and privately placed new issues as well as a forward calendar of new issues coming to market since the 1960s; more than 470,000 transactions</td>
<td>• Encompasses over 88,000 companies (58,000+ active and 30,000+ inactive) traded in more than 164 exchanges in over 125 countries, representing more than 99.9% of the world's market cap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Over 7,300 Project Finance Loan Deals dating back to the 1980s</td>
<td>• History from 1981 for U.S. and developed market companies, 1983 for emerging and 1990 for frontier markets for annual data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Detailed terms and conditions and valuations on full content coverage</td>
<td>• Detailed industry-specific KPIs (300+ across 15 industries, with annual history back to 1995), major customers, business &amp; geographic segments, as well as derived data and ratios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advisor Fees (in conjunction with Freeman Consulting)</td>
<td>• Standardized and company-specific views, with full click-thru to source for the ultimate transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Comprehensive issuer credit information with capital structure ratings</td>
<td>• Full company measures on the main financial statements (balance sheet, cash flow, income statement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fixings</td>
<td>• Company specific, original and restated, all footnotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Customizable and Official Year to date, Quarter End Investment Banking and Legal Advisor League Tables</td>
<td>• StarMine Earnings Quality model ranks/predicts earnings persistence with proven track record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Research</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• IFR Credit News</td>
<td>• ESG controversies included in the company ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities</td>
<td>• ESG Indices in Eikon: Thomson Reuters Corporate Responsibility indices; Thomson Reuters/Future Super Australia Fossil Free index; Diversity and Inclusion index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Full suite of Calculators, Models, Quick Charts</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fixed Income Portfolio Analytics</td>
<td>• ESG controversies included in the company ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Thomson Reuters Trading for Fixed Income, Tradeweb</td>
<td>• ESG Indices in Eikon: Thomson Reuters Corporate Responsibility indices; Thomson Reuters/Future Super Australia Fossil Free index; Diversity and Inclusion index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Money Market and Bond Yield app</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOREIGN EXCHANGE &amp; MONEY MARKETS</td>
<td>• ESG controversies included in the company ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Data</td>
<td>• ESG Indices in Eikon: Thomson Reuters Corporate Responsibility indices; Thomson Reuters/Future Super Australia Fossil Free index; Diversity and Inclusion index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Real-time Spots, Crosses, Forwards, NDFs, Options and Deposits</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Venue data from Thomson Reuters Matching, EBS, Faxall, as well as Broker and Contributor data</td>
<td>• ESG Indices in Eikon: Thomson Reuters Corporate Responsibility indices; Thomson Reuters/Future Super Australia Fossil Free index; Diversity and Inclusion index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• FX Option Volatility – ATM, Risk Reversals, BF, Broker data</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reuters FX polls</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• QuickCharts, Models, Volatilities, Calculators,</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• FXAll</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trading for FX</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• TradeWeb</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECONOMICS MONITOR &amp; PROFILES</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Market moving economic indicators with real-time updating of 1500 series</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reuters Polls on economic indicators and central bank policy decisions, with contributor forecasts and StarMine SmartEconomics analytics</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Country Profiles of summary statistics for major and emerging economies, facilitating access to history on more than 28,500 historical time series covering major indicators from national sources for 117 markets, plus 13,000 time series from international sources</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMSON REUTERS I/B/E/S ESTIMATES</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Forecast data from 900+ active brokers around the world, across 100 developed and emerging markets, totaling over 13,000 individual analysts – the most in the industry</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Estimates for over 22,000 active companies in 100 countries</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Comprehensive annual and interim data for over 200+ financial metrics including revenue, profit, EBITDA, cash flow and five flavors of EPS so your valuation models can be extended to include valuable non-EPS estimates</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 200+ industry-specific Key Performance Indicator (KPIs) available across 12 industries</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Granular company and estimate level footnotes to label accounting basis</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Real-Time Updates (&lt;5 minutes)</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unrivalled Historical data (&gt;30 years)</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consensus estimates and target price</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Actuals (At Time of Report, Go forward and Restated Actuals)</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• StarMine SmartEstimates, Predicted Surprises, &amp; Analyst Performance Ranking</td>
<td>• Thomson Reuters provides structured and standardized ESG research data, at a time when responding to issues like climate change and executive remuneration can be as important as traditional financial metrics when evaluating corporate performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AGGREGATES**

- Provides macro-level view to assess growth/risk/value across industry/sector/index/market
- Sources include key measures from I/B/E/S company consensus estimates (including industry-specific KPIs), Reuters Fundamentals, price analytics and StarMine Quant Models
- Aggregation based on business classifications (TRBC & GICS), geographies (regions & countries) and indices (include client portfolios)

**STARMINES MODELS/ STOCK SELECTION MODELS**

- Thomson Reuters StarMine quantitative research team develops alpha-generating stock selection models that provide value-added analytics on top of financial data. Models include:
  - Analyst Revisions (ARM) – percentile ranking of stocks based on changes in analyst sentiment. The model is highly predictive of relative price movement. It makes use of the StarMineSmartEstimates which are calculated by removing stale data and placing more weight on recent forecasts made by top-rated analysts.
### CONTENT

- **Intrinsic Valuation (IV)** – proprietary dividend discount model that uses SmartEstimates forecasts and quantitatively eliminates systematic biases in the analysts’ estimates in order to calculate the intrinsic value of the company
- **Relative Valuation (RV)** – combines six common valuation ratios by looking at trailing as well as forward-looking data
- **Price Momentum (PriceMo)** – percentile ranking of stocks based on recent historical price performance. It improves on basic price momentum signals by incorporating long term, midterm and short term components as well as an industry component
- **Value Momentum** – a percentile ranking of stocks based on combination of valuation (RV, IV) and momentum characteristics (ARM, PriceMo)
- **Earnings Quality** – percentile ranking model based on findings that the market is inefficient in measuring which past earnings are reliable and likely to persist. The model is looking to identify sustainable sources of earnings
- **Insider Filings** – ranks companies in the US on the basis of the sentiment of company executives and directors about their company’s stock, as reflected in insider stock transactions and ownership
- **Short Interest** – percentile ranking of stocks based on investor sentiment. The model capitalizes on the shorts that show conviction about the company
- **Smart Holdings** – global stock selection model that ranks stocks based on the predicted future increase or decrease in institutional ownership
- **Combined Alpha model** – combines all available StarMine alpha models in an optimal, static, linear combination
- **Credit Risk Models include:**
  - **Structural** – improves upon basic Merton or “structural” model formulation
  - **SmartRatios** – incorporates accounting ratio analysis incorporating both financial statement data and forward-looking estimate data via the SmartEstimate
  - **Text Mining** – applies text mining and machine learning algorithms to textual data to identify words, phrases and patterns that are predictive of future financial distress or success
  - Combined – a combination of the above three credit risk models
- **Sovereign Risk** – evaluates a wide array of macroeconomic, market-based, and political data to estimate the probability that a sovereign government will default on its debt
- **Smart Economics** – takes StarMine’s proprietary SmartEstimates methodology and applies it to forecasts of macroeconomic data and FX rates

### MUTUAL FUND DATA

- **Full fund holdings and tracking baskets, fund screensers, factsheets and summary level information**
- **Over 230,000 share classes supported in 61 markets globally, most notably in North America, Central and Eastern Europe, Asia and Middle East and Africa**
- **Analytics on macro strategy: input for sector, geography focus sector, geography focus, asset allocation decisions, valuation of asset managers, competitive intelligence – understanding what peers are doing now and historically, and holdings based analysis vs. peers**
- **Industry partnered methodology classification and fund characteristics measures built in conjunction to industry participants and clients**
- **Our history dates back to 1970 for US funds and from the inception dates of most all other global funds covered**
- **Asset Allocation Poll app**

### EVENTS, TRANSCRIPTS AND BRIEFS

- **Comprehensive coverage and history of analyst calls, broker and independent research, corporate analyst meetings, corporate conference calls, earnings releases, economic events and indicators, Ex Div releases, general/political events, IPO information, M&A announcements, sales releases, stock splits Capabilities:**
  - Overview and detail views for Capital Change and Dividend events
  - Complete Events Calendar, including Corporate Actions
  - Advanced Events Search app

### CORPORATE ACTIONS

- **Comprehensive coverage of upcoming and historical corporate actions events for over 70k companies listed across ~100 countries and over 200 exchanges**
- **Achieve depth of ~25 years for developed markets, 5-15 years for emerging markets**
- **Supported events include:**
  - Capital change events (Including: Forward Split, Reverse Split, Rights issue, Spin off, Odd lot offer, Return of Capital, etc.)
  - Dividend payments (Including: cash dividend, stock dividend, Stock with Cash alternative, etc.)
  - Mergers & Acquisition (Including: Divestiture, Dutch Auction, Reverse Takeover, Tender offer, etc.)
  - Reference (Nominal Value, Voting Rights, Secondary ID Changes)
  - Public Equity offering
  - Shares (Multiple lines: Authorized, Closely Held, Free Float, Issued, listed, Outstanding, Treasury and Unlisted)
- **Primary notification oriented displays:**
  - Advanced Events Search (ADVEV), Capital Change (CAPO) and Dividend Overview (DIVO)

### OFFICERS & DIRECTORS

- **The database features profiles for key decision makers from publicly traded companies with over 10 years of employment and compensation history**
- **Over 1.3 million officers and directors, representing 1 million unique people, from over 76,000 public companies, as well as the names and titles for over 2 million officers and directors for private companies from 110K companies**
- **Public coverage includes local language coverage for the China and Japan markets since 2005**
- **Current and former officers and directors, current/most recent titles, biographies, age, as reported and standardized compensation/options; ability to search by person and affiliations**

### REAL TIME RESEARCH

- **Access to reports from more than 1,150 contributors, comprising brokers, independent research providers and market research houses**
- **Sell Side research (firm level)**
**CONTENT**

**EMBARGOED RESEARCH COLLECTIONS (INVESTEXT, SELECT, MARKET RESEARCH)**
- With more than 15 million reports going back to 1982, Thomson Reuters embargoed research collections offer authoritative analysis of companies, industries, products and markets across the globe.
- Thomson Reuters Investext (subscription) collection with 1,700 contributors and around 30 exclusive sources such as Credit Suisse and Barclays (full list available on request).
- Available as a Fee-Liable Add-on for specific job roles

**MACRO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS (DATASTREAM AVAILABLE THROUGH DATASTREAM CHARTING APP:)**
- 4.2 million economic indicators with long histories covering 215 countries
  - Original data from in-country statistical sources for 160 major and emerging markets
  - Point-in-Time data for key indicators across 45 countries, totaling 1500 series, up to 10 years history each
  - Comparable historical data from international and European organizations, including IMF, World Bank, BIS, OECD, and Eurostat
  - Forecasts from Oxford Economics, EIU, Consensus Economics, Blue Chip Economic Indicators® plus IMF and OECD
  - Consumer and business sentiment from Thomson Reuters/IPSOS, MNI, European Commission, IFO, ECB, and country sources
  - Economic fundamentals for energy, gold, agriculture and other commodities/industries

**OWNERSHIP & PROFILES DATA**
- Profiles of more than 150,000 contacts
  - Up to 30 years history
  - Ability to search at corporate and owner level
  - Holdings worth approximately USD $42 trillion across more than 60,000 securities in 70+ markets
  - Smart Holdings Model
  - Insider / Stakeholder information

**PRIVATE COMPANIES**
- 5.55 million private company profiles accessible via search
  - 585,000 companies have revenue numbers with up to five-years of history
  - 250,000 companies have financial summaries with 10 data points
  - 100,000 Private Equity backed companies
  - Includes Officers for Private Equity backed companies
  - Includes Private Issuers of Public Debt, Delisted Equities, Hierarchies of Issuers with Public Debt

**MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS**
- M&A transactions since 1979 (US) and the 1980s (non-US); more than 730,000 transactions covering 223 target company nations.
- Advisor Fees (in conjunction with Freeman Consulting)
- Customizable and Official Year to date, Quarter End Investment Banking and Legal Advisor League Tables
- Shareholder Activism
- Poison Pills
- IFR Magazine and IFR e-live content

**HEALTHCARE INTELLIGENCE**
- Bring together mission critical information for a given indication or disease to generate insights, formulate investment decisions and assess opportunities

**PEOPLE DIRECTORY**
- Find, discover and connect with other professionals within and outside the Thomson Reuters Eikon network

**PORTFOLIO ANALYTICS**
- Portfolio creation
  - Portfolio Analytics including attribution, risk, performance, report writing
  - Real Time Contribution View
  - Dashboard

**THOMSON REUTERS LIPPER**
- Market convention calculated, volume at price including chart; trades by venue
- Full holdings – includes access to dynamic calculation engine plus any and all custom calculations developed for WM/Premium clients

**NEWS**
- Real-time and historical news in 16 languages from the world’s leading provider of news, information services and financial insight with operations in nearly 200 locations and over 2,500 journalists around the world
- Award-winning specialized financial news, information and analysis spanning every global asset class, including foreign exchange, fixed income, equities, commodities, alternative investments and real estate
- Market-moving scoops, exclusive interviews and investigative reports
- Full International Securities News including Equities and relevant Fixed Income, FX, Money and Commodities News
- In-depth FX/MM News, Fixed Income News and Commodities and Energy News
- 400+ global and local newswires

**REUTERS NEWS**
- News analysis and filtering service providing a concise description of crucial, market-moving company news and events
- Corporate news filtering and analysis service provides unrivalled coverage across global markets
- Over 51,000 active companies, representing over 95% of world market cap
- Coverage of all constituents of all major indices
- Timely, concise analysis on 36 topics including M&A, IPOs, financial outlooks and officer changes
- 150+ exchanges in 100 countries
- Stories tagged by topic, importance and industry
- History available (January 2000 for the US, 2002 for UKI and Canada and 2005 for all other non-US markets). Over 2 million Investor Briefs have been captured since 2000

**REUTERS INVESTOR BRIEFS**
- Reuters Breakingviews provides agenda-setting insight on the big financial stories as they break
- IFR Markets covers unique real-time commentary and analysis on rates, credit and FX around the globe, 24 hours a day
- FX Buzz provides concise commentary, technical analysis and trade ideas as ex-markets professionals cover major currencies & NDFs
NEWS

- Stocks Buzz provides sophisticated analysis of equity markets and coverage of hot stocks and sectors in a concise, easy-to-read format
- Reuters Summits provide hard-hitting breaking news and analysis from expert journalists engaging with industry heavyweights
- GFMS provides early trading signals or the ability to examine causes, relationships and trends. Whether trading physicals or financials, GFMS reveal drivers of pricing
- Consolidated feed of Lanworth crop-forecasting, vessel flows, cash prices and fundamental supply and demand data
- Point Carbon provides in-depth knowledge of power, gas and CO2 emissions market dynamics positions
- Commodity Columnists from industry-respected analysts

REUTERS INSIDER

- In-depth video commentary, interviews and analysis from Reuters and 50+ select third-party sources on the latest trends and issues affecting the global financial industry directly

THIRD PARTY SOURCES

- We supplement our award-winning Reuters News with a wealth of third party news and information, with over 400 real-time streaming news sources and news wires, and over 6,000 near real-time and archived sources. These third party sources offer global and local news, encompassing business, economic, political and industry content. All regions of the world are covered, including essential emerging markets. These sources include PR Newswire, Hong Kong Economic Times, The Economist, Washington Post, Euromoney, Datamonitor, Fuji Sankei Business.

SOCIAL MEDIA MONITOR

- Provides tailored social media content that can be used to maximize the power of Twitter sentiment and analyze data to track specific tweets, people and companies.

TOOLS

ALERTS

- Set up alerts to track updates
- Create alerts on Events, News, Price, Quotes, Research, Symbol
- Receive alerts by email or within Thomson Reuters Eikon

ANSWERS

- Natural language, Google style search

BRIEFCASE

- Collect, manage and access key content and documents via your mobile device and synchronize this with your desktop
- Important content (transcripts, briefs, research, news, filings) can be archived into a single area for future review and reference

CHARTING

- Charting and analysis capabilities viewable by day, hour, minute, tick, in real-time
- Technical analysis to help discern current and historical trading patterns
- Pre-defined templates and user-defined references to create customized charting environment
- Access to Datastream analysis and charting capabilities

TOOLS

- Global macroeconomic and financial data fully integrated with powerful regression analysis and charting tools
- Thousands of pre-built industry standard charts

COMPANY OVERVIEW

- Company intelligence in one place with drill-down into the detail
- Includes access to aggregates matrix, competitors, corporate actions derivatives and deep cross asset coverage, estimates, SmartEstimates, fundamentals, ownership and insiders, StreetEvents

CONTENT EXPLORER

- Pages that guide users from broad overviews for a country or asset class down to comprehensive and precise details for a specific instrument

COUNTRY GUIDES

- Presents all aspects of a region or index broken down by asset class
- View of news, research, economic data, events, cross asset information and central bank information

ECONOMIC MONITOR

- Real-time updates for over 5000 market-moving indicators
- Economic releases, revisions and forecasts are presented and updated in real-time with the ability to look at charts and history

INDEX MOVERS

- Provides fundamental, reference, and real time data in a customizable display for an index, its constituents, sectors, and statistical data

INTUITIVE SEARCH WITH AUTO SUGGEST

- Answers from multiple information sources on a single screen
- Instant feedback as text is typed into the search bar

LISTS

- Create and store lists of securities in a central place

MACRO EXPLORER

- Explore industry-leading economic data to uncover patterns and investigate market trends
- Quickly and intuitively screen global economies against hundreds of content sets and apply powerful visualization to investigate content

MESSENGER

- Connect to other Eikon users, standalone Eikon Messenger users and 3rd party instant messaging networks
- Exchange ideas and share live data and analytics in real-time

MICROSOFT OFFICE

- Full integration with Microsoft® Office with Excel-like data analysis directly in the application plus ability to add any available or custom data item to reports. Data and charts can be linked within Excel®, PowerPoint® or Word, to create spreadsheets, presentations and documents
- Excel: Retrieve cross asset data, Charting, Lists and Portfolios, Templates, Calculation Functions (Calculator links coming from Eikon), Adfin Analytics

MOBILE

- Optimized for iPhone®, BlackBerry®, Android or tablet
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TOOLS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEWS MONITOR APP</td>
<td>Displays streaming headlines for companies, topics and keywords. Customize display by highlighting entities, words or topic codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTIONS WATCH</td>
<td>Displays options on a specified underlying instrument such as an equity, an index or a futures contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMSON REUTERS EIKON EXTENSION FOR THE CHROME BROWSER</td>
<td>Scan a web page and perform deeper analysis into people, companies or countries of interest using Thomson Reuters Eikon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATCHLIST PULSE</td>
<td>Monitor and review significant activities impacting companies in your portfolios and coverage lists with quick access to news, events, research and more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See positive or negative movements for critical data sets such as price changes, technical indicators, news, StarMine Analytic scores and other factors all in one dashboard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FEE LIABLE ADD-ONS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THIRD PARTY NEWS SOURCES</td>
<td>Informa Global, Platts, Argus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIVATE EQUITY BENCHMARKING</td>
<td>Cambridge Associates Private Equity Benchmarking Add-On provides advanced screening and reporting on over 6,100 funds globally on numerous Asset Class ranging from Venture Capital to Fund of Funds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>